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Dear Friends,
As many of you will know, I have just got home from a camping holiday in a fairly damp and windy
Pembrokeshire! One of the great joys of camping is sitting in a chair with a book and a mug of tea
and watching new campers arrive and set up, especially those with a new tent they have never put
up before.
The family arrives (even better if there are young children wanting to help) relieved at the end of a
long journey, and they tip out a bewildering pile of poles and bits of material and pegs and ropes.
She suggests reading the instructions, he (usually!) dismisses the idea because “how hard can it
be?” There follows a descent into family warfare and moody sulkiness to rival any episode of
Eastenders! (Of course, this never happens when Lythan and I put a tent up!)
We have just put the tent up in the back garden because we had to take it down in the wet and it
needs to dry out, and we think that we have finally learned the proper way of erecting it (after
several precious attempts!)
When Christians talk about the Bible and the role it plays in their lives, they will often reach for 2
Timothy 3:16 “All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for
correction, and for training in righteousness.” And there is much wisdom to be gained in that verse.
But if not handled carefully, it can make the Bible sound a bit like an instruction manual for a tent or
a new appliance. In many ways it is - life can very easily turn out like a very badly erected tent if
you never read the instructions! The Bible DOES contain instruction about how we are meant to live
our lives.
But the Bible is also so much MORE than that. If asked about what the Bible is, I think I’d first reach
for Romans 15:4 “For whatever was written in former days was written for our instruction, that
through endurance and through the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope.”
The Bible is not merely an instruction manual, it is a testament to life lived with HOPE - our hope
being in the Risen Christ and the God who loves beyond measure.
Every Blessing,

Phil

We send our very good wishes to your new minister and moderator. We had many good
times with the very faithful and committed folks of SAWSTON URC and pray that in spite of
these very difficult days there will be a rewarding phase ahead.
With love and good wishes from two old voices from the past.
Don and Myfanwy
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Dates For Your Diary
Induction Service of our new SYNOD MODERATOR Revd Lythan Nevard
The Induction Service of our new Moderator, the Revd Lythan Nevard, is to be held at
Stowmarket United Reformed Church at 3pm on Saturday, 4th September 2021. By
invitation only, at the church.
Otherwise the service can be seen via Zoom ‘live’ – the link will be available at www.urceastern.org.uk nearer the time.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Induction Service of our new MINISTER Revd Phil Nevard
-

Sawston Free Church, Castle Camps URC, Whittlesford URC

The Induction Service of our new Minister, the Revd Phil Nevard, is to be held at Sawston
Free Church at 10.30am on Sunday, 5th September 2021. By invitation only, at the church.
Otherwise the service can be seen via Zoom ‘live’ and the recording will be available after
the service on the Sawston Free Church website.
The link to see it ‘live’ is:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/96916192060?pwd=UGVOa0t6eVhWbEE0Um5FNWRob2JrQT09

or use:
Meeting ID: 969 1619 2060
Passcode: 964598
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Church Meetings SFC - change of day/date
Church Meetings are moving to the SECOND WEDNESDAY every other month – new
dates:
Wed
Wed

8th Sep 21
10th Nov 21

7.30pm
7.30pm

Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed

12th Jan 22
9th Mar 22
11th May 22
13th Jul 22

7.30pm
7.30pm
7.30pm
7.30pm

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SFC Elders meetings are moving to the first Wednesday of every month except August.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Greetings From Castle Camps

I would like to thank the Church family at Sawston for their kind invitation to
everyone at Camps URC to their Sunday Services and the very warm
welcome which I have received. What more can you need in these very trying
times. The weather has been the wettest for at least ten years and to quote
the news rain has come down in "Biblical proportions".
A closing prayer at the end of a Zoom service by the Rev. Hilary was one that I
think we at the Camps URC should all digest mentally and read frequently, it
goes as follows:"The God we worship is never confined to this holy place, so go and
travel with God who is found in ordinary places. Go into the world God
loves so much, to bear the fruit of love. Go in peace, for God the source
of life goes with us. May the quality of our lives be a blessing to all whom
we metaphorically touch. Amen."
Maureen McKenna

-------------------------------------------------------------------------Natalie ,one of our Daughters in Law, rescues wildlife and she is particularly
skillful at making things better.
Some weeks ago an injured Buzzard was brought in after being found at
Camgrain. After several weeks it regained the ability to fly and was eventually
successfully rewilded. He often visits and sits on a neighbours roof or our gate.
He looks well and strong and it is interesting to see him from time to time.
Some time before that an injured Red Kite was brought to her in a poor way
and yet after weeks of attention it was restored to health and again often
returns to visit. We hear him before we spot him high up in a clear sky.
I never have a camera at the right time and my hands shake too much anyway
or I would get a picture of our visitors to show you.
Val Spencer
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At the beginning of 2020 I managed to claim an allotment in our village plot.
Last year, the produce that turned out to be most fun was the Courgettes and
Squash in mass quantities. I had much to learn about how many plants I would
actually be able to use verses how many I could physically grow! Needless to
say we shared many with the neighbours.

This year I decided to try growing some strange vegetables. Five different
sorts of potatoes and 5 different sorts of peppers/chilis. So far the most
exciting produce has been the “Purple Rain” Potatoes, Tromboncino Squash,
and the “Black Mavras” bell peppers.
The Purple Rain Potatoes look black, with a cooper metallic sheen due to their
very thin brown skin on very dark purple flesh. When you slice into them they
are the most beautiful deep and bright purple I’ve ever seen in a food! They
make a lovely deep lavender coloured mash! Slightly confusing but delicious.
The Tromboncino squash can reach up to a meter in length and looks a bit like
a long green snake. Best sliced and roasted with garlic!
The Black Mavras resembles a small bell pepper but is completely black
skinned and surprisingly green inside. The flavour is fresh and slightly bitter,
like a green bell pepper.
The variety of vegetables available to us is incredible and I intend to grow
even stranger things next year in the allotment. Watch this space!
We send our best wishes to our friends in Sawston
Sara Davey
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SUPERSLEUTHS
HOLIDAY CLUB

SAWSTON FREE CHURCH (as part of Christians
Together in Sawston) hosted Holiday Club this
year – not our first but it was the first ever
official United Reformed Church Children’s and
Youth Work (CYW) Holiday Club –
SuperSleuths. Tying in with their theme for the
year, Heroes and Villains, the children were
taken back in time to a 1950s detective agency,
where our gallant detectives gathered the clues
to investigate the deeds of a gang of Bible
characters called “The Disciples” and discover
what really makes a true follower of Jesus.
We met during the first week in August – Tuesday to Friday mornings. Our numbers were
smaller this year but that suited us well whilst we were dealing with Covid restrictions for
the first time in Holiday Club.
Our Synod Children’s and Youth Development Officer, Nicola Grieves, led the Holiday Club
again. We are so fortunate to have Nicola with such versatility, creative ideas, sense of
humour – I could go on!
We had a very busy week as detectives investigating
six characters in the bible. We were ably assisted by Dr
Whatsit, Sherlock Bones and not forgetting our
magnifying glass MG. We had great fun with crafts,
dancing, singing, bible stories, games, making food
and making a mess with bubbles! And we have photos
too – on Facebook (search for Holiday Club CTS) and
Flickr – ask Maggie for the link.
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It was a joy to welcome the children to Holiday Club from all sorts of different backgrounds.
And we saw new friendships develop. The leaders and helpers had a great week and we
think the children did too. Before we knew it, the end of Holiday Club week came all too
quickly. We are always ‘buzzing’ by the end of the week, with the adults ready to volunteer
for the following year! It’s a unique and wonderful experience for us all.
The only way the leaders and helpers can explain the experience properly is to invite you to
join us next year. We have already set the dates - MONDAY 25 to FRIDAY 29 JULY 2022!
Maggie Jones
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Everyone,
At Easter this year everyone in the church received an Easter card and some
sunflower seeds. I am afraid to say my plants were eaten by the slugs.!!
I wondered if any of you have had better luck and could write to let the Editor know
and hopefully send photos of the result?
Thanks, Mary!
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Have you bought your tickets yet!!!
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3 Men in a Boat?
Try 10 family members on a River Thames River Cruiser!
Like so many, my parents couldn’t celebrate with
family and friends to celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary back in April, so they
decided to treat my family and my sister’s family
to a boating holiday at the end of July.
It sounded glorious; 5 days boating up the
Thames from Reading. The locks are all electric
with lock masters stationed to help newbies like
us. So, what could go wrong?
The weather was looking very promising and with
an itinerary decided, bags packed and enough
celebratory drink and food as the boat could
hold, we set sail.
After an hour’s sailing we arrived on the outskirts of Pangbourne where we planned to moor for the
night. The only problem was that everyone else had the same idea! After scanning the banks for
any area before the lock to moor overnight, we decided to stop just before the lock for teahomemade lasagne that my mum (Grandma) had brought with her. Whilst the reheating and
seating arrangements were being sorted, Simon ran on ahead to see if there was more mooring
space above the locks. Alas, no space, and at the very moment he came back, half of the table
collapsed! Thankfully, there were no plates on the table, just cutlery and a few glasses that were
grabbed quickly. (The table collapsed at inopportune moments throughout the week.)
Still searching the riverbank around Pangbourne we thought we had found a stretch of bank large
enough for our craft, but once we started to get close to the bank, someone came rushing out of a
house the other side of the road shouting for us to sling our hook as it is his garden… I wouldn’t
want to live along the river having hire boats attempting to moor on your stretch of bank.
Anyway, we finally found a parking spot by squishing the reeds and hammering the stakes given to
us into the grassy bank/ path. Simon and my dad did a marvellous job so we were tied securely for
the night. At which point we all disembarked onto the bank, apart from Isaac who didn’t quite make
it, and fell into the water! Simon quickly picked him out and Isaac was first to try out the shower on
board.
What an eventful day!
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After a quiet night, we woke up and had just about started breakfast when a voice called to us from
the bank. “Are you going to be here long? You shouldn’t really have moored here as we have a
fishing competition here every weekday morning at 9am.”
Apparently, the signs keep being thrown away by the regular users of the river. So, we were off very
soon after that, some of us still in pjs, with Isaac’s clothes from the previous day blowing in the
breeze.
When the sun came out it was absolutely glorious on the
river, looking out for kingfishers, swans, ducks, grebes and
herons. We moored mid morning in Goring on Thames, and
went for a look around as there is a very impressive weir- so
we needed to have a look at the lock in advance.
Isaac got some Lego from a toy shop which all 4 children
(Emily and Matthew are Abbie and Isaac’s cousins) enjoyed
making back on the boat- as long as the table didn’t
collapse!
That evening we ate at a pub along the river at Clifton
Hampden where my sister and husband had eaten before
with her parents in law years ago. Yet again we didn’t find
an official mooring, but thankfully it was much easier to find
a suitable place and no one fell in!
Day 3 was our half way day. We knew we needed to take on
more water and empty the sewage tank, but there are only
certain places to do this. We hoped to get to Abingdon lock
where we wanted to sort ourselves out, but a narrow boat
coming downstream out of the lock told us the facilities
weren’t working. That scuppered our plans… still, we had
planned to turn around soon, so we did a 3 point turn (not
easy in a narrow river in a big boat!) and headed back.
We stopped for a cafe snack at Benson lock waterfront and
thankfully found we could empty and refill our water whilst
eating a delicious cinnamon bun and welcome cup of tea.
That’s when the weather took a turn and things went
downhill. We set off downstream back towards Goring in
the rain. Boating in the rain is nowhere near as fun as in
sunshine, the windows steam up and the window wipers on
the boat were next to useless. One of us went out with a
wiper when the rain lessened.
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Finally the rain stopped and we looked for somewhere to moor, yet again, nowhere near the official
moorings, but suddenly we had no power. The throttle was non existent. We drifted into the side of
the river and moored - probably not where we were meant to, but we had no option. My dad rang
the hire company who said they would come and help us but as we weren’t near a town it would
take him at least an hour to reach us. So, we got out to explore how far we were away from Goring.
I popped back on board to grab my jacket and slipped on the wet grass, banging my leg on the side
of the boat. Thankfully we had got some ice and cold bottles to put on it, but oh my goodness,
there were quite a few SOS prayers muttered.
So that was the end of my wandering off the boat for the day, but my sister had gone to collect our
meal for the evening.
An hour and a half later, Ricky the boat engineer arrived and started taking the boat apart to get to
the engine under the dodgy table. The throttle cable had broken and he didn’t have a spare wire
with him, he would be back in the morning. So that was that.
In the morning 7 of our party walked to the railway station to get a train - 1 stop to Pangbourne, to
walk another 20 minutes to Beale Wildlife park whilst the other 3 of us waited for Ricky to arrive
with a new throttle cable. We were then going to drive the boat and moor at Beale Park to meet
the others.
Thankfully it wasn’t long until Ricky appeared and sorted the boat, so we were all in fine working
order again. Beale Park was a great place for the children to play and there were lots of animals and
birds to search for.
That night we moored at the far end of Pangbourne in yet another unofficial mooring area, but we
had decided that unless you had moored by 2pm, there were no moorings available.
Day 5, Friday, we had to be back in Reading by 9am so it was an early start, but by then we were
used to driving in pyjamas!
I’m glad to have had the experience of boating
on the River Thames, seeing life at a different
pace, but until my leg heals, I won’t be going on
a boat any time soon!
All in all, it was an eventful 5 days, but it was
great to be together, the first time we had been
able to celebrate my parents’ Golden Wedding
anniversary altogether. It was an interesting
holiday, always lots to do, and we all got used to
being in close proximity to each other again,
definitely no social distancing in sight on the
boat. Lots of laughter, fun and games too.

Lucy
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Shoe Box Appeal 2021
We are looking ahead to our Shoe Box Appeal 2021 and to
helping vulnerable communities across Eastern Europe.
Your kindness and generosity makes such a difference, receiving
a shoebox brings so much joy. We trust we will be able to
deliver boxes and bags to Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Kosovo,
Moldova, Romania, Serbia and Ukraine.
Please look out for more details in October’s edition of Contact
and in your weekly notices
Thank you for your support.
Valerie
Shoe Box Appeal 2020 Update
We were overwhelmed with the amazing response to our appeal last year. Thank you so much.
75,218 shoeboxes and bags were donated and sent off to Eastern Europe.
Girl / Boy 3-7
Plasticine
Pyjamas
Simple sewing
Toy car/truck
Dressing-up
Toy animals
Chalk
Paints
Sticker books
Picture snap cards
My Little Pony
Wooden toy
Colouring book
Small ball
Crayons
Socks
T-shirt
Shorts
Underwear
Vests

Girl / Boy 8-12
Sewing kit
Lego
Craft kit
Draughts
Paint by numbers Modelling clay
Jewellery/beads
Tennis ball
Socks
Vests
T-shirt
Watch
Pyjamas
Playing cards
Colouring book
Sticker book
Stationery
Socks
Skipping ropes
Marbles

Teenage Girl / Boy
Make-up
Shorts
Craft kit
Tennis ball
Jewellery
Rubix cube

Man
Dominoes
Pack of cards
Draughts

Elderly woman
Magnifying glass
Umbrella
Hand cream

Hair brush

Tape measure

Folding walking stick

Tin cup

Slippers

Dominoes
Perfume/After
shave
Hair band

Woman
Make-up
First aid kit
Sanitary
products
Draughts board Perfume
game
Aeroplane
Shampoo
model
Windup torch
Tape measure
Dominoes
Apron

Belt
Braces

Apron
Candle

Deodorant

Wind-up torch

Tin cup

Small watch

Small watch

Pen knife

Small clock

Diary
Manicure set

Thermal vest
Cap

Shaving brush
Pen

Nail brush
Tights

Nail varnish

Measuring
spoons
Kitchen
utensils
Small scissors
Underwear
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– Pernicious Myths

1

Winston Churchill

The Sunday Times of 08Aug21 carried an extensive review of Geoffrey Wheatcroft's new
book on Winston Churchill (1) Apparently, Wheatcroft believes that a dangerous mythology
about Winston Churchill has repeatedly lured the West into injudicious military adventures –
Suez, Bay of Pigs, Vietnam, Chile, Iraq and, of course, Afghanistan. He doesn't question
that in 1940 Churchill proved to be the right man for the job, but that aside, he proposes
that with almost everything else that he touched before and after, Churchill made terrible
mistakes. Worse, he suggests that in his six volume The Second World War (which sold in
its millions and made his fortune) Churchill created a mythology which successive leaders,
British and American especially, have bought into.
Wheatcroft's demolition of Churchill's record amounts to another myth – a popular countermyth as untrue as the myth it denies. Of course, Churchill made major mistakes, but there
was also much to commend. Finding the right balance is much more difficult than peddling
simple-minded myths. Two cardinal errors over which he presided were the Gallipoli
landings (1915), and the return to the gold standard (1925). Maybe his part in the postWWII agreement that surrendered Eastern Europe to Stalin and divided Germany was an
even greater mistake. Others might cite his pre-war opposition to the abdication of Edward
VIII and to the (eventually irresistible) pressure for Indian home-rule.
In other matters, Churchill was something of a visionary. He was in favour of votes for
women (1918) though full, equal rights weren't achieved until 1928. He supported home
rule for Ireland in 1910. As president of the Board of Trade (1908–1910) he introduced an
8hr day for miners, and legislation to curb exploitative employers. His championing of the
tank arguably did much to bring WW1 to a close. After WW1, he argued against exacting
punitive reparations from Germany and against the dismantling of the German army,
arguing that Britain and France needed a strong Germany as their friend for the sake of
peace in Europe. (Those responsible for the catastrophic dismantling of the Iraqi state and
its army in 2003 take note!) He argued for the establishment of the League of Nations to
reduce the likelihood of war. Later, as Chancellor (1924-29), he reduced the pensionable
age from 70 to 65, introduced widows' pensions, and even proposed a minimum wage
(which wasn't introduced till 1999). Perhaps Churchill's greatest asset and greatest
weakness was his love of the romantic and dramatic – the grand plan that solves all at a
stroke. Gallipoli was one such. In 1911, he sent troops to Liverpool to quell rioting dockers.
Mistake. In 1918, as munitions minister and with WW1 still raging, he threatened striking
munitions strikers with conscription. It worked!

Wheatcroft's second charge, that in his version of WWII Churchill created a mythology of
political leadership that has repeatedly led to major errors of judgement in the 20th and 21st
centuries, is harder to dismiss. There is a mythical "Churchillian Spirit" drawn from his
writing, whether he is responsible for it or not. The first instance was, perhaps, Anthony
Eden's ghastly adventure in Suez (1956). Margaret Thatcher repeatedly appealed to the
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ghost of 'Winston'. When David Owen warned Tony Blair in the Commons against invading
Iraq, Blair responded 'Saddam is Hitler. You are Chamberlain. I am Churchill.' In the USA,
the same spirit drove Kennedy, Ronald Regan, and both President Bushes. It is no accident
that an Epstein bust of Churchill has stood in the Oval Office for most of the last sixty years.
(Obama removed it. Trump put it back.)
As I write this, critics are berating the USA (and the UK) for pulling out of their Afghanistan
adventure. I find myself reflecting that 20 years of warfare, 3,000 soldiers' lives (450 of them
British), trillions of dollars, and thousands of civilian 'advisors' could not persuade the
Afghani political factions hiding under the UN umbrella to lay aside ancient tribal rivalries
and get their act together. Do Biden's detractors suppose that another six months of the
same might have cracked it? Or do they just not like facing up to failure? The false
Churchillian myth doesn't do failure. It does blood, toil, tears and sweat – usually other
people's.
2

The Christian Church and its martyr myth

We Christians have our myths. They run disturbingly deep. Martyrdom is one of them.
Mythologies about Christians dying for their faith circulated from the earliest days of the
church, but in the years after Emperor Diocletian's "Great Persecution" (great and last, in
fact) of AD 284 – 305 the industry reached new heights. So convincing was the telling of
these stories that it is only in very recent years that it has been acknowledged that in truth
very few Christians died. The vast majority did in the Mediterranean world two thousand
years ago exactly what the Chinese Christians did in the 1950s – they kept their heads
down, they played the game the State required of them, and they lived to face another day.
The richer the Christian, the more lucrative the bribe to the prosecuting magistrate's pocket.
The greater their threat to the State, the more likely to flee into exile. As Origen remarked
around AD 240 with rare candour, "few" Christians had died for their faith. They were
"easily numbered", he said. But myths are often far more powerful than facts.
Christianity has always suffered from its 'over-achievers' – those who suppose the spiritual
life is a sort of competition in which the prizes only go to those who can show they are more
spiritual than everyone else. Martyrdom is a tool of their trade, along with fasting, selfmutilation, guilt, and the intimidation of the more prudent. Martyrdom mythology teaches
that to be a 'proper' Christian it is necessary to suffer and (if possible) to die horribly. It is, of
course, utter nonsense. But goodness! How difficult it is for those of us who have been
hearing it all our lives and who feel guilty about our puny Christianity to recognise it and
name it for the nonsense it is.
Part of the seduction of martyrdom mythology is that it is so simple. You don't need to think
carefully about difficult things. You don't even need to know your bible terribly well, except
to believe that it says that Jesus died 'for you'. You just need to be a hero, and an eternity in
the top flight of heaven is guaranteed. (There isn't much difference between modern Islamic
martyr mythology and the classical Christian version. It is possible that 'we', in the fourth
century, taught it to Mohammed in the seventh!) The more sober of Christian leaders in the
troubled third century recognised the tragic fact that the simplicities of martyrdom appealed
especially to two groups: rash young men and the ill-educated. It was a simple solution to
all their difficulties. Sadly, it still is.
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Martyrdom mythology is supported by a deceitful account of the death of Jesus – riding
meekly into Jerusalem on his donkey, staying silent before his torturers, and gladly dying to
save us all. It is easy to teach that we all ought to be like that, and that if we are not, we are
not proper Christians. The deceitful trick, of course, is to suggest that the pain and suffering
were how Jesus worked his holy magic. But look carefully at the scriptures, and that
teaching simply isn't there. (Jesus taught us to live for each other, not to die for each other.
To 'lay down' one's life is not to die, but to dedicate it.) If the teaching had been there from
the start, it wouldn't have taken till the fourth century for Christians to adopt the cross as
their primary symbol. It would have been obvious from the start. As it happens, the earliest
Christians were ashamed of the cross, not proud of it.
The first use of the cross as a public symbol for Christ came around AD 310, under
Constantine. Once Christianity became safe, it was adopted all over the Roman Empire,
almost as if its advocates were saying 'Let's get back to the good old days, when martyrs
were two a penny, suffering was everywhere, and true spirituality thrived.' We've been stuck
with, and defined by, this image of Christ in agony ever since, as if suffering and guilt were
all we are good for, and all we care about.
It is at best a myth, and worst, a downright wicked lie. Just like the one that says that the
true Churchillian spirit is of a gung-ho warrior dashing to the other side of the world with an
army in tow, in order to sort those ghastly foreigners out once and for all at whatever cost in
life and finance, and impose good old Western values. Churchill never said that. Though a
warrior, he stood for peace and prosperity. And Jesus, though crucified, never called for
martyrs, either.
1) Churchill's Shadow: An Astonishing Life and a Dangerous Legacy (Bodley Head, £25.00)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An update on Junior Church.
5 loaves and 2 fish picnic
During the last 18 months, when Junior Church could not
meet, the leaders organised weekly children’s activity packs,
which were delivered through their doors.
Thank you to all the leaders and helpers who made this
possible. We received positive feedback from the families
that the children enjoyed them.
At the end of July, we were finally allowed to restart Junior
Church on Sundays, so for the first three weeks of the school
holidays, we met during the morning service and did some
activities together.
On one particular Sunday in August we retold the story of
Jesus feeding the 5,000 and the children and I had a little
picnic outside in the Church’s back garden. We ate five
loaves and two fish and tried to imagine what that might be
like in Jesus’s time.
From 5 September onwards we hope to provide Junior Church activities every Sunday
morning, providing we have sufficient helpers and that everyone is well and healthy. We are
looking forward to a new term and learning more about the stories in the Bible. For more
information please contact me at julierob@outlook.com
Julie Robinson
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Update on Girls’ Brigade Cambridge District

Many of you know that at Sawston Free Church, we have a growing Girls’ (and Boys’) Brigade group,
but did you know that we are part of a wider part of a network? The Cambridge District is now
made up of Sawston, Chesterton, Little Thetford, Haverhill and until fairly recently Histon. There
was talk of Saffron Walden joining our merry band, but unfortunately they have taken the decision
to close this week.
The district commissioner has been Jane Warren for many moons and she is so committed and led
by the spirit to keep us all in touch and abreast of development locally and nationally in GB.
Until recently we have had a District chaplain in Joy Levine, a Methodist minister who lives in
Cambridge but also travels regularly to India where they have a link church and hospital serving
some of the poorest people on the margins of Indian society. Her and her husband’s dedication and
fundraising has been astonishing and the newsletter they send has moved me to tears. I think I
have shared one piece in a previous Contact.
Joy’s health has deteriorated and she is no longer able to be our district chaplain, so we are on the
look out for a new chaplain. The post doesn’t need to be a minister, we have had various district
chaplains over the years and it isn’t an arduous role.
We have 3, maybe 4 meetings each year- these will probably continue over zoom rather than
driving to all ends of the district to meet and discuss positive events and any needs each group may
have.
Prayer support is a huge part of the role. You may want to visit the groups at one of their meetings
to see how different groups operate, as they do vary considerably depending on the girls in the
group.
If you would like any more information, or think you would be interested in the District Chaplain
role, please get in contact with me.
Thank you!
Lucy McGregor
Team Leader of 1st Sawston Girls’ Brigade
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Recipe Corner
From Orchard to Jar
Gooseberry season again, so my friend Mary asked me if I would like to pick some from her
allotment. I trundled off early one morning with basket and walking stick. Her chickens were
everywhere, They picked the toes of my clogs, and played hide and seek in the bushes.
After I had made my gooseberry jelly I thought back to my teens. One evening my mother went off
to a church meeting. She left behind some cooked fruit that she intended to make into jelly the
next day. We had strict instructions not to touch anything to do with the fruit.
After mother had departed, Margaret, my sister and I decided to make the jelly as mum was always
so busy and we knew what we were doing! We collected jars of sugar etc but we could not find the
jelly bag to strain the fruit through! Off we went to the 'rag bag' and found just the thing!
By the time mum came home Margaret and I had completed and cleared up. Mum was not pleased.
She then asked what we had strained the fruit though. When we told her she was even crosser.
However, no one was poisoned. So, here is the recipe for Gooseberry Jelly and I am sure that you
will not use what we did to strain the fruit!
(Editor’s note – What did they use – suggestions please!)

Gooseberry Jelly
•

Put gooseberries in a pan (no need to top and tail)

•

Add 1/2 pint water to 1 pound of fruit.

•

Then simmer slowly until all is soft.

•

Strain through a jelly bag!

•

Put juice back into a pan with 1 pound of sugar to one pint of juice.

•

Stir until sugar is dissolved and boil fast to set which will be a soft one.

Jam is such a nice gift to give to folk. My husband managed to grab a pot before ours all vanished.

Beryl Penny
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